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1. Welcome & introduction and flash 
back part 1 
Iris (Dufas) & Remco (EY)
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Webinar 1: The vast majority of investors say they usually conduct a structured and 
formal review of ESG disclosures (significantly increasing)

• Investor scrutiny of ESG factors is high due to the importance of ESG performance in how companies drive long-term resilience and 
respond to the global pandemic.

• The vast majority of investors surveyed evaluate nonfinancial disclosures either formally or informally, and the research also found a 
major commitment from investors to move to a more rigorous evaluation (72% in 2020 compared with 32% in 2018). 

Which of the following statements best describes how you and your investment team evaluate nonfinancial disclosures that relate to 
the environmental and social aspects of a company’s performance?

72%

32%

25%

65%

2%

3%

2020

2018

We usually conduct a structured, methodical evaluation of nonfinancial disclosures

We usually evaluate nonfinancial disclosures informally

We conduct little or no review of nonfinancial disclosures ► Source; EY ESG 
Global Investor 
Survey 2020
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Webinar 1: our view of main challenges related to ESG reporting 

1. Increasing and complex regulatory requirements (EY ESG Regulatory Radar can 
support)

2. No generally accepted ESG reporting standards -> wide range of practices (like GRI, 
IMP, GIIN, ILG Cambridge, PCAF, Theory of Change, SASb, True Cost etc) 

3. Availability & reliability of data, specifically for specific ESG topics and specific asset 
classes (like PE, FOF, corporate loans)

4. Impact measurement / monetization of externalities -> complex -> but important:  
‘measure what you treasure’ (financial ánd ESG performance)

5. How to determine and benchmark ambition setting / avoid greenwashing

6. Lack of ESG risk / disclosure tooling (EY tooling available)
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The 5 step approach for ESG reporting & ESG assurance – EY brochure

1. …



DUFAS Dutch Fund and Asset Management Association 7

EU SFP - Timelines for asset managers?

When? Legislation What Whom  Level Where Pre-

contractual 

periodic?

10/03/2021 SFDR (art.3) Integration of sustainability risks FMPs,  FAs Entity & 

Product 

Website Pre-contractual 

& periodic

SFDR (art.4) Consideration of PAI- PAI Statement: comply or explain

▪ If yes

▪ If no

FMPs, FAs Entity & 

Product 

Website

▪ Prospectus & 

annual report

▪ Prospectus only

Pre-contractual 

& periodic 

(annually)

SFDR (art. 6/7, art. 

8 and art.9) 

ESG disclosures on environmental and social characteristics (art. 8) and on 

sustainable investments (art.9) or solely integration of sustainability risks 

(art. 6/7)

FMPs, FAs Product Website, 

prospectus

Pre-contractual

SFDR (art.5) Remuneration policies & integration of sustainability risks FMPs, FAs Entity Website Pre-contractual 

& periodic

30/06/2021 SFDR (art. 4(3)) Mandatory consideration of PAI for FMPs > 500 employees FMPs Entity Website Pre-contractual 

& periodic

01/01/2022 Taxonomy (art. 8) Environmental sustainable investments (taxonomy aligned disclosures) FMPs, NFRD 

companies

Entity Non-financial 

statement or 

separate report

Pre-contractual 

& periodic

NFRD Companies to report on taxonomy aligned activities NFRD companies Entity Annual report or 

sustainability 

report

Precontractual & 

Periodic

SFDR (art.11) Reporting on product disclosures art. 8 and art. 9 SFDR products FMPs Product Annual report Periodic
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2. Turn data into positive action

Andy Pitts-Tucker 
(Apex fund services)
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Andy Pitts-Tucker 

MD Apex ESG Ratings   
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➢ Who? Andy Pitts-Tucker – Apex ESG MD.

➢ Apex Group & Apex ESG Rating Ltd

➢ Customer journey

 Why? Drivers for engagement 

 What? ESG data universe

 How? Data Collection and Positive Action 

➢ Call to Action

Overview

Source: KAL’s cartoon, Economist.com
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➢ Service circa $730bn in Alternative Assets, ranking in top 5 globally

➢ Services delivered to clients by 3,500 staff, in 45 offices globally, equipped 

with 59 regulatory licenses

➢ Access to all major jurisdictions and helps you navigate the regulatory 

landscape via your local service team in a seamless fashion

➢ Key business areas: Fund Administration, Middle office, Depositary / Banking 

/ Custody, AIFM ManCo, and Corporate Solutions

➢ Market-leading and integrated technology platforms provide single-source 

of solutions to a wide variety of client segments including private equity, 

real estate, hybrid, credit, hedge, and fund of funds as well as capital 

markets and multinational corporate clients

➢ Globally recognized award-winning business with areas of expertise that 

span the entirety of our clients’ operating value-chain

APEX GROUP OVERVIEW $730BN IN TOTAL ASSETS

$175bn

$303…

$226bn

$26bn

Open-Ended Close-EndedDepositary & CustodyAIFM ManCo

Apex Fund Services

Apex Group – A Single Source of Solutions

➢ A comprehensive suite of operations and banking solutions delivered with 

independence, enables flexibility and speed in a robust environment

➢ Access to the broadest set of technology and expertise, enables a truly 

tailored solution catering to client’s specific strategies and needs

THE APEX ADVANTAGE
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Apex ESG Ratings & Advisory

INDEPENDENT ESG RATING FOR 

NON-LISTED COMPANIES

➢ Built by ESG rating experts

➢ Private sector specific 

➢Adhering to leading ESG global market 
standards 

➢ Controversy screening and optional norm-
based and ethical exclusion screening

DATA ANALYTICS & ESG REPORTING

➢ Access your data underlying the ESG 
Rating: client centric, in depth & time 
efficient 

➢ Verified, objective, comparable & reliable 

➢ Quantitative and Qualitative analysis 

➢ Report on absolute portfolio ESG 
performance or relative to a sector 
benchmark

ESG GAP ANALYSIS

➢ ESG strategy and policy drafting

➢ Creating a flightplan towards a strong 
Apex ESG Rating, enabling exit success, 
through the Apex E-Daption Curve 

➢ ESG due diligence set-up and 
optimization

➢ ESG training & Consultancy 

Apex ESG Ratings and Advisory was established to satisfy the

urgent market requirement for a high quality, global,

independent service to fulfil private sector ESG needs by scoring

and rating companies based on quality ESG data, intelligence

and insights. Apex ESG aims to influence significant behavioral

change in order to drive capital flow towards ESG centric

companies.
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WHY? Drivers for engagement 

EMPLOYEES GOVT’S & REGULATORS  INVESTORS MORAL OBLIGATION  
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Primary ESG Questions

What data: Differing methodologies & ratings – confusing

How to collect data: Clunky, manual, fragmented

How to turn data into action: Positive Action

Green/Purpose washing & in house analysis
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WHAT: Multiple Stakeholders  

3 PILLARS GLOBAL STANDARDS 13 THEMES 300+ DATA POINTS

Environment

Environmental Management ➢ Environmental Policies & Management 

Climate Change Strategy ➢ Climate Change Governance, Risks & Opportunities 

Environmental Footprint ➢ Emissions, Energy, Water, Waste

Social

Human Capital Management ➢ Employee Development, Engagement, Diversity, Remuneration  

Health, Safety & Well-Being ➢ Health, Safety & Well-Being Approach & Metrics

Corporate Citizenship ➢ Philanthropy, Community Engagement

Human & Labour Rights ➢ Compliance, Due Diligence, Mitigation & Remediation

Governance

Business Model ➢ Corporate Sustainability, ESG Materiality, Stakeholders

Corporate Governance ➢ Policy, Ownership, Oversight, Performance  

Business Conduct ➢ Code of Conduct, Data Protection, Cybersecurity, Tax Transparency 

Product/Investment Strategy ➢ Product/Investment Governance, Impacts & Management

Risk Management ➢ Framework & Analyses

Supply Chain Management ➢ Supplier Code, Risks, Sustainability 
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HOW? User Friendly

Portfolio analysis

➢ User-friendly online data input, 

document upload, guidance and 

support

➢ Live workflow tracker per user

➢ Data processing provides accurate 

and prompt analytics

➢ Benchmarking against peers and 

global standards

➢ Reporting for client portfolios and 

ESG analysis on each company

➢ Ability to drill-down into individual 

data points

➢ Identify improvement 

opportunities and track progress 

along the E-Daption Curve

End User Experience 

Web based portal…..…Time-efficient……Single data depository………Analysis……..Rating……..Reporting
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Positive Action? Putting data to work 

Alignment analysis

Company analysis

Gap analysis

Portfolio analysis
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APEX ESG SUMMARY: Tailored, end-to-end & 

independent

CLIENT SCOPING

Clarify needs, products & 

scope of service

DATA COLLECTION

Via secure, intuitive online 

platform 

REPORT DELIVERY

Customized to 

client needs

ANALYSIS, RATING & BENCHMARKING

verses international standards, 

UN SDGs, sector peers and self over time 

ESG EXCELLENCE

Global presence, local engagement by 

ESG experts 

GAP ANALYSIS & ADVISORY

Expert guidance & practical 

recommendations towards 

ESG excellence
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3. Step 3 (of 5): KPI’s, collect data, 
measure and RACI

Annebeth Roor (EY)
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Define KPIs, collect data and 
measure results and risks

03

► Integration of KPIs into business operations and investments is a crucial step. The following substeps

could be performed for each KPI:

1. Determine the measurement method to be applied (multiple, see webinar 1)

2. Set up a RACI—table with the Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed persons within your

organization

3. Collect data and assess availability and reliability of data (more complex for some asset classes)

4. Set up a Standard Operating Procedure with proces steps, involved persons/departments, used systems, 

reporting procedures and internal controls

5. Report on progres in KPIs – both qualitatively and quantitatively – regularly (f.e. quarterly) to investors

and other stakeholders

6. Integrate your ESG policies in risk management, compliance and assurance (step 5)

7. Consider (timely) the impact of upcoming legislation such as EU Sustainable Finance Plan

1) Stakeholder needs & 2) policy 4) Reporting & 5) Assurance
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4. How we do it at a.s.r.

Joost Notenboom (a.s.r.)



Implementation of the EU Action Plan on Sustainable Finance

Non Financial 

Reporting 

Directive

EU Green 

Bond 

Standard
Benchmarks

EU Taxonomy for 

Environmentally 

Sustainable 

Activities

Sustainable 

Finance 

Disclosure 

Regulation

Taxonomy
• List of sustainable 

economic activities, focus 

on climate mitigation and 

adaptation

• Development of 4 other 

themes through TEG’s 

(Platform on Sustainable 

Finance)

• Do No Significant Harm 

principle and social 

safeguards

• Consultation Delegated 

Act from October 

onwards

• Asset managers to 

provide ‘alignment’ 

insights into equity- or 

credit portfolio’s / funds

• Link to SFDR 

(precontractual and 

periodic reporting)

Standard
• Build upon Climate Bonds Initiative and Green 

Bond Principles

• Consultation on Delegated Act until 2 October

• Needs consistency with non-EU issues

Benchmarks
• Use of sustainable benchmarks 

(Article 9)

• EU PAB or EU CTB in case of 

carbon reduction objectives (1.5 

degrees alignment)

NFRD
• Company reporting (> 500 FTE) to 

include all material ESG impacts 

and risks

• Tied to taxonomy alignmentSFDR
• Consistent reporting on 

sustainability (policy 

and performance) at 

entity- and product-

level

• Delegated Act 

consultation ended 1 

Sept, final Act expected 

31 Dec

• Article 6 or 7 versus 

Article 8 or Article 9 

products

• Principal adverse 

impact statement (32 

indicators)

MiFID II & AIFMD

• To integrate sustainability risks and factors into risk management, product governance, business processes and investment decision-making

• To expand mandated investee protection measures to include ESG preferences 

• Whole of company effort; involving different 

functional areas and expertise

• Start from first principles; strategy, policy (both 

broad and deep) and product development

• Garbage in, garbage out

• ESG data is crucial and quality needs to 

improve while remaining systematically useable

• Devil is in the details and interpretations (still) 

vary while timelines are complicated

Early days but learnings thus far 
include:



ESG Reporting

Corporate
• At the corporate level (TCFD 

reporting in Annual Report)
• Quarterly ESG updates to 

clients and other stakeholders
• Website



ESG Reporting

Fund
• ASR ESG IP Institutional 

Europe Equities Fund 
factsheet (July 2020)

Reporting is important but 
remember that its purpose is to 
accelerate action

CO2 reduction target: 

50% in 2030 with 2015 baseline 

• Listed equities, credits and 

sovereigns 

• Evaluate in 2025

• Own account

2015

2030

Impact investments 

a.s.r. commits to increase 

impact investments to € 

1,2 billion by 2021 

Carbon footprint 

95% of all AuM 

measured by 2021 
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5. Q&A and closing

Iris & Remco
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Thank you for joining the webinar and 
looking forward seeing you on 
September 23 at 3rd webinar

Mail to: annette.brandts@nl.ey.com


